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Global warrant markets are among the most active financial markets in the retail derivatives 
investment landscape currently. In this context some of the most relevant markets in the last 
years have been the ones across Asia and in particular Hong Kong, Korea and Japan. This 
paper introduces the financial instruments used in connection with the warrant markets, pre-
sents and offers suggestions for setting up a generic warrant market making system and in-
troduces the main concepts and components that need to be taken into account when develop-
ing these systems targeting an exchange driven or E-Businesscontext. 
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Introduction 
Global warrant markets represent a speci-
ficgroup of markets that have been developed 
predominantly over the last 15 years. The 
products traded on these markets are a cate-
gory of derivative investment instruments. 
These are option-like products generally is-
sued by a third party and are usually traded 
on the exchanges or on E-Business online 
platforms. When traded on exchanges, unlike 
exchange traded options, only the issuers are 
allowed to short sell the warrant. The reasons 
why warrants are attractive investment vehi-
cle include: their leveraging effect and lim-
ited loss feature, attractive to aggressive in-
vestors, andalso they can serve as hedging 
instruments to reduce the risk exposures aris-
ing from other related investments. The paper 
also addresses concerns related to issuer 
market manipulation. 
While exchange traded warrants are well rep-
resented in global markets on exchanges in-
cluding the ones in Hong Kong, Korea, 
Frankfurt, London, New York and others, 
there are also other legislations, such as in 
Japan but also many other markets including 
emerging ones, where warrants are traded 
predominantly outside exchanges on licensed 
portals implementing E-Business infrastruc-
tures.  Worth noting is that it has been ob-
served that smooth trading in the warrant 
market may add to the depth to the market 
that eventually leads the issuance of more 
warrants and market growth. Easley, O’Hara 
and Srinivas (1998) for example suggest op-
tion markets with better liquidity attract trad-
ers to use such markets more. 
Considering the variety of exchanges that 
support trading warrants we can observe dif-
ferent approaches to the way the markets are 
regulated and issuers are allowed to partici-
pate. 
In Hong Kong, one of the markets with the 
largest degree of freedom, derivative war-
rants have been particularly well adopted by 
retail market participants. For a few 
years,between 2003 and 2007, the turnover in 
Hong Kong’s derivative warrants market av-
eraged HK$3.5 billion a day, representing 
about 20% of the average daily total stock 
market turnover. This level of monetary 
turnover made Hong Kong the most actively 
traded warrants market in the world. It also 
suggests a large deal of retail participation. 
This large degree of retail participation 
comes with its problems. Concerns and alle-
gations have been raised about certain illicit 
practices in the derivative warrant market 
and the suitability of derivative warrants for 
retail investors; however such claims have 
been generally refuted [1] [2] [3]. 
In Korea, where the participation is more re-
stricted and the rules imposed on issuers and 
market participants are stricter, the access to 
the market has been highly monitored by the 
regulatory bodies.Due to local expertise par-
ticipants from within Korea held a significant 
advantage. To that extent many foreign com-
panies interested to issue warrants on the Ko-
rean market choose to use a venture type ve-
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hicle in association with Korean entities. Re-
tail investment has been still large in relative 
terms but still a degree of magnitude smaller 
than Hong Kong. 
In Japan, where warrant market making has 
not been in the mainstream of the investment 
vehicles and as such has not been imple-
mented by the major exchanges, the products 
issues by various market participants such as 
investment banks have been listed on online 
E-Business platforms. 
The types of products traded as part of the 
warrant market making business have in the 
past predominantly been European or Ameri-
can Call/Put Options which tended to be Va-
nilla,  or eventually Vanilla with Averaging 
Tail (averaging of the last 5 days close 
prices, also called in Asia as Asian Tail). The 
underlying set ranges from equities, either 
outright or indexes, to commodities, such as 
gold and others, and become increasingly so-
phisticated. 
One of the main attractions to the warrant 
markets is the relatively small sizes that are 
traded, which allow private retail investors to 
participate in trading of products that they 
otherwise could not trade in. This is possible 
because institutions which issue warrants and 
offer them to the public structure them such 
that each warrant represents rights for owner-
ship of a fraction of the underlying for which 
they are issued. Important active participants 
in the market are also the issuers, which need 
to manage the risk of their inventory posi-
tions. The trading patterns have been exam-
ined in a number of papers and they tend to 
show that issuers trade mainly to manage in-
ventory risk and not to manipulate the mar-
ket, a major concern for market participants 
[5] [6] [8]. 
 
2 Elements of a Warrant Market Making 
Engine 
A warrant market making engine is a system 
with a number of core components that col-
laborate and react to external events and per-
form required actions. The system continu-
ously receives data from the markets, proc-
esses these prices and, using relevant pricing 
and risk models, generates corresponding 
buy/sell orders for the relevant instruments. 
At the same time the system needs to be able 
to execute commands coming from users. As 
an effect the warrant market making system 
carries out the corresponding actions such as 
estimating hedge points for delta and/or 
gamma, eventually executing auto-hedging 
algorithms and changing the quoted prices by 
continuously generating cancel/replace or-
ders to keep in line with the changing under-
lying prices and associated volatility market. 
Several types of existent events contribute to 
a warrant market making engine:  
•  market information events such as quote 
data (bid/ask/last/high/low/close),  
•  trade events (order placement/order can-
cellations/order amendments/execution 
fills),  
•  user driven events (clicking the buy/sell 
order button,  
•  changing the parameters for example the 
trade volatility or the spread value),  
•  system events (market status, system 
health states, network links). 
In general the actions taken by the system in 
response to these events include:  
•  pricing of fair values and implied volatil-
ities,  
•  cancel and replace bids/offers in the mar-
ket,  
•  computing individual and overall expo-
sures,  
•  trade misprice opportunities in the market, 
update the latest status to the user,  
•  start/stop the quoting mechanism. 
• 
Some of the features required in a warrant 
market making engine include:  
t
•  the ability to compute fair values and/or 
intrinsic values for large amount of war-
rants instantly in real-time,  
he ability to process large amounts of 
data efficiently without slowing other sys-
tem components,  
•  accessing and processing ‘low-latency’ 
market data from exchange connectivity,  
•  support high volume trading such as plac-
ing tens and thousands of orders in a 
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•  an architecture to support various place-
ment strategies,  
•  a responsive GUI front end for the traders 
monitoring and adjusting market making 
strategies,  a  customizable GUI allowing 
traders to select what they want to see and 
control. 
The system must include safety features to 
avoid potential huge losses, this may include: 
•  the control of limits and order size,  
•  a panic control to withdraw all active or-
ders in the market, or stop quoting when it 
detects the possible mis-pricing of its own 
warrants,  
•  the ability to monitor ‘Greeks’ and react 
with auto-hedging actions and warning 
alerts, 
•  ability to withdraw and place new orders 
without self-matching own orders that 
comply with exchange regulations and 
trading rules. 
 
3 Warrant Market Making System Archi-
tecture 
The architecture of a warrant market making 
system may be designed is such a way that it 
can support both institutional as well as retail 
client [9], a sample architecture is presented 
in Figure 1. 
Fig. 1. Generic warrant market making system architecture 
 
The implementation of a warrant market 
making system of this nature will be able to 
support business models that cater to both in-
stitutional clients as well as retail clients us-
ing an E-Business model. The requirements 
for the two businesses are somewhat differ-
ent, with the exchange driven one being more 
regulated from a service level agreement and 
price quotation point of view than the E-
Business model. However, current standards 
tend to bring the E-Business model towards 
requirements that are very close in terms of 
stringency to the exchange driven one. As a 
result the dedicated systems tend to be able 
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Price formation is a very important compo-
nent of the warrant market making system 
and requires a high degree of attention and 
scrutiny from outside the actual trading 
group. All parameters that feed into the pric-
ing models need to be verified. Pricing mod-
els themselves need to be validated through 
thorough testing. The accuracy and latency 
of the entire price flow  for underlying in-
struments from exchanges, through the inter-
nal distribution layers and into the pricing 
engine requires great attention. Price forma-
tion is one of the areas where a great deal of 
attention and time is spent when implement-
ing warrant market making systems. 
Order execution  is another area where the 
accuracy and timing of the information is 
very important as this is the area where all 
the market making quotes are being sent out 
to the exchange or E-Business platform, and 
any errors not detected up until this stage will 
have a direct impact on investors and the 
market making agent. Mistakes in this area 
may bring monetary costs that can be more 
or less significant, and in extreme cases may 
even lead to a market maker losing their li-
cense for a determined or even undetermined 
length of time in a given market. 
3.1 Sales Platform for E-Business 
The sales platform represents the platform 
used by the warrant market maker to interact 
with the end clients. There are two main ven-
ues where the market maker interacts with 
the investors. The decision on which one to 
use depends largely of the regulatory envi-
ronment of the jurisdiction in which the busi-
ness is set up. 
In general in jurisdictions where exchanges 
are prepared to offer the ability for issuers to 
list warrants and allow market making on 
these an exchange based sales platform will 
be used. 
In jurisdictions where there are no existing 
exchanges where warrants may be listed by 
issuers, the issuers will generally choose an 
E-Business sales model interacting with in-
vestors using a web portal. 
3.1.1 Web Front End 
The web front end is used by some market 
participants as a sales platform for E-
business for the warrant market making. 
Most notably such platforms are available in 
Japan where the regulatory environment at 
the exchange level precludes market partici-
pants from listing such products directly on 
exchanges. A market leader in Japan is 
Goldman Sachs, whose business covers a 
large percentage of the warrants volume in 
the country. 
The web front end contains a number of re-
quired pieces of information which include: 
•  warrant instrument parameters – all rele-
vant details which contribute to defining 
the market and contractual data used to 
define a warrant 
•  pricing information - updated in real time 
for all active warrants 
•  order transaction pages –  allowing the 
buying / selling of active warrant instru-
ments at the real time quoted prices 
•  historical information -  pages that allow 
market participants to view and/or 
download all historical information for 
any warrant ever transacted by the firm 
•  sample warrant trading training pages – 
market participants may use such pages to 
get accustomed to the most important in-
formation relevant for trading warrants 
The web platform is used as an all encom-
passing source of information and interaction 
between market participants and the firm is-
suing the warrants. 
All relevant information is meant to be pub-
lished on the E-Business platform and all ac-
tions taken either by market participants or 
by the issuer, with respect to the warrant 
market making activities are meant to be 
executed using the web platform (sample in-
formation in Figure 2). Informatica Economică vol. 15, no. 2/2011    61 
 
Web Portal Contents
Issuer Information
Instrument Definition
Warrant Trading Pages
Warrant Trading Training 
Materials
Historical Trading Information
 
Fig. 2. E-Business web portal 
 
The main distinctive difference between the 
warrant markets making business conducted 
using an E-Business platform and an ex-
change environment is that in the E-Business 
model all contractual obligations are between 
the client and the issuer directly with no in-
termediary regulating agency, as is the case 
in an exchange regulated environment. 
3.1.2 Exchanges 
An exchange based warrant market making 
environment conforms to the same rules and 
regulations as all the other exchange regu-
lated environments used to trade other tradi-
tional instruments such as stocks, futures, 
listed options and so on. 
In this case all the obligations of the issuer 
are taken over by the exchange, such as guar-
anteed timely bid/ask price formation and so 
on. The exchanges impose at their turn these 
rules on the issuers wishing to participate in 
the exchange regulated market. In general 
countries and legislations where warrant 
markets are exchange based do not also per-
mit an E-Business model implementation. 
While many countries and legislations have 
implemented to date warrant markets in an 
exchange driven environment (UK, Ger-
many, Italy, Hong Kong, Korea and others) 
an interesting market is the one in Korea. In 
Korea exchange based warrant market mak-
ing is nominally open to any market partici-
pant, be it a local Korean one, or a foreign 
based one. In fact however the rules and 
regulations required by the exchange to allow 
participants to issue warrants in Korea are so 
restrictive that most foreign based issuers are 
compelled to establish a Korea based sub-
sidiary of a significant size, or more gener-
ally, collaborate with a local Korean issuer. 
This presents retail market participants with 
challenges with regards to fair competition in 
the market due to limited competition which 
determines larger bid/ask spreads and more 
significant profits for issuers than in other 
more open markets, such as Hong Kong. 
3.2 Calculation Engine& Pricing Models 
The calculation engine &pricing models are 
responsible for aggregating all the data re-
quired (instrument static & dynamic data) in 
order to calculate the fair values of the war-
rants being quoted on. 
The calculation engine may be simple or 
complex and it depends highly of a number 
of factors which include the issuer’s sophisti-
cation and level of development, the type of 
instruments/warrants that are being issued, 
the regulatory requirements in place for such 
engines and others. At the lower level of the 
spectrum the calculation engine may be as 
simple as an Excel spreadsheet connected us-
ing custom and bespoke methods to the vari-
ous sources of data and feeds both incoming 
and outgoing. At a higher level of sophistica-
tion issuers may use dedicated market mak-
ing systems provided by vendors such as 
ORC, Horizon and others, and customized to 
fit their needs. At a further higher level some 
issuers choose to implement their own dedi-
cated systems completely dedicated to the 
warrant market making business fully inte-62    Informatica Economică vol. 15, no. 2/2011 
 
 
grated with the firm in all relevant aspects 
and in this context the calculation engines 
may be implemented using distributed calcu-
lation grid environments (thousands of calcu-
lation engines and processor cores). 
The pricing models may be again ranging 
from relatively simple pricing libraries to 
more complex either licensed or custom built 
libraries. The levels of sophistication tend to 
depend of similar factors as the calculation 
engines. 
The calculation  engines tend to be imple-
mented such that they can be controlled 
through user actions. Such user actions are 
designed to change relevant parameters used 
to the pricing of the warrants, mainly includ-
ing volatility and reference price levels. 
Sophisticated calculation engines that use a 
distributed grid model tend to use a combina-
tion of calculation managers and calculation 
workers in a distributed computing environ-
ment. There may be multiple calculation 
managers and workers associations depend-
ing on the scale and magnitude of the imple-
mentation. Figure 3 presents a diagram of the 
calculation engine. 
 
Fig. 3. Calculation engine 
 
3.3 Order Management System 
The order management system is responsible 
for ensuring that an accurate account of the 
current positions is maintained during the life 
of a warrant. The starting values need to be 
loaded at the beginning of the day, each trade 
accounted for during the day, and end of day 
position information needs to be saved in the 
database in order to be loaded again the next 
day. 
The main components of an OMS include the 
order management controller, responsible for 
all interaction with user’s and feeds (trades, 
market data, else), a bespoke order man-
agerwhich keeps track of the current status of 
trades as well as a persistence server which 
ensures that all transactions are persistence to 
a physical device which allows recovery 
from errors. 
OMS’s have come a long way since these 
systems have become the core of trading en-
vironments and currently many of these sys-
tems go above and beyond their initial design 
purposes implementing such services as real 
time compliance, load balancing, trade allo-
cations across funds and many others (see 
Figure 4 for sample components). 
One of the important functions that current 
OMS users tend to need more and more is the 
real time compliance and limit checks. These 
include at least 2 main areas: exposure limit 
checks (maximum exposure for a given set of Informatica Economică vol. 15, no. 2/2011    63 
 
parameters, limits which may be soft – self 
imposed, or hard –  exchange or regulatory 
imposed) and restricted issuers enforcing and 
monitoring (ensuring that warrants whose 
base underlying is on the restricted list can-
not be traded, this is a strict compliance rule 
which if broken may trigger severe conse-
quences including sizable fines and possibly 
stopping a firm from trading). 
 
 
Fig. 4. Order management system 
 
3.4 Instrument Static Data 
The instrument static data service is respon-
sible for storing all the data parameters that 
represent the contractual details for the war-
rants transacted  as well as the instruments 
representing the underlying on which the 
warrants are issued.  
The data for the warrant instruments is gen-
erally defined by the firm and being pre-
sented to investors in various ways including 
flat file feeds, web interface or through the 
exchange.  The data for the underlying on 
which the warrants are issued is required for 
internal systems such as the order manage-
ment system and the calculation engine. This 
data is generally sourced from generic data 
sources such as Bloomberg Data Service, 
Reuters Reference Data or directly from ex-
changes (see Figure 5). 
The instrument static data and all its associ-
ated attributes tends to be stored in relational 
database models which are then used by the 
warrant trading systems that require them, ei-
ther directly by connecting to databases or 
through intermediary extracts such as flat 
files or similar. 
Sample relevant instrument static data stored 
in the database depends on the instrument 
type: 
•  Warrants = plain vanilla options (underly-
ing, call/put, European/American, strike, 
maturity) 
•  Equities (name, symbols) 
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Fig. 5. Instrument static data database construction 
 
3.5 Dynamic Data 
Dynamic Data: Volatility represents the vola-
tility surfaces for each of the underlying in-
struments on which there are warrants de-
fined. The volatility data may be maintained 
either by using external feeds from vendors 
or manually with reference to inter-broker 
quotes. 
The volatility information of an underlying 
may be represented as a 3 dimensional sur-
face. A sample volatility surface for an un-
derlying is presented below using a 
strike/maturity/volatility-in-% representation 
(Figure 6). 
The volatility data is arguably the most 
important of the dynamic data parameters 
that are being fed into the calculation models 
for the warrant instruments. The reason for 
that is that most warrants are option type 
instruments which are highly sensistive to 
changes in volatility. The volatility 
parameters that are being used in this case 
are also called implied volatility, or the 
volatility as it is extracted from instruments 
whose prices may be observed in the market, 
prices for which a reverse calculation is used 
for volatility (calculate volatility from option 
price, assuming all other parameters are 
known). 
 
Fig. 6. Example of a volatility surface 
 
Dynamic Data: Dividends represents the cash 
dividend information or the dividend yields 
being used to price the warrants. 
The cash dividend information is generally 
sourced from sources such as ([7] Markit) or 
Bloomberg. In some markets dividends are 
hard to track due to a lack of available public 
information, case in which alternate methods 
are used. For some instruments, such as indi-
ces, dividend information is inferred from the 
dividend information of all constituents, for 
such instruments a dividend yield number is 
used in general. Cash dividends are repre-
sented as one dimensional array with cash 
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payments stacked over time. Dividend yield 
is represented as a single number associated 
to a given maturity. 
Dynamic Data: Yield Curves represents the 
yield curves for each of the currencies for 
which there are warrants listed in. The data is 
generally expressed as yield curve term 
structures. 
Yield curve data is inferred from various rep-
resentative instruments such as money mar-
kets cash rates, interest rate futures and oth-
ers. The data is represented as a one dimen-
sional array with the determining parameter 
being the maturity. 
Dynamic Data: Repo Curves represents the 
repo curves for each of the instruments for 
which there are warrants listed in. The data is 
generally expressed as repo curve term struc-
tures. 
Repo data is inferred from the repo rates pro-
vided by the counterparties which offer repo 
products to the issuer. The data is represented 
as a one dimensional array with the determin-
ing parameter being the maturity. 
 
3.6 Market Data & Data Feeds 
Market data represents in this context the 
market specific instrument related informa-
tion as well as the pricing information. 
The market specific instrument information 
tends to be downloaded daily from the rele-
vant market interfaces (Exchange, 
Bloomberg, Reuters, else) for the purpose of 
providing an up-to-date record of all the con-
tractual information specified by the ex-
changes for the underlying instruments, as 
well as some of the derivative instruments, 
for example listed options, in case the market 
making system is designed to keep track and 
transact on other instruments than the ones it 
is defining warrants itself. 
Conversely when the underlying markets 
move the warrant market making system 
needs to ensure that the liquidity is main-
tained and that may mean that new warrants 
need to be defined at new strike levels in or-
der to allow market participants to keep track 
of the market at the appropriate levels. In the 
sample below we show how the strike prices 
of warrants may need to change as the under-
lying price level changes (Table 1). 
 
Table 1. Warrant price changes in relation to underlying price changes 
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At the same time the pricing information re-
trieved in real time is also market data and it 
needs to be very accurate and timely as it 
could make the difference between a well 
performing market making system and a 
poorly performing one. To that extend some 
of the warrant market making participants 
choose to develop their own pricing feeds 
sourced directly from the exchange, in order 
to minimize any delays that there may be on 
sources provided by major market data dis-
tribution platforms which may need to ag-
gregate data and then re-distribute it using 
sub-optimal electronic routes. As can be seen 
below  (Figure  7)  several hubs may be re-
moved along the way by using a proprietary 
approach. However in many cases implemen-
tation costs for proprietary solutions may 66    Informatica Economică vol. 15, no. 2/2011 
 
 
also be prohibitive for some market partici- pants. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Market data flow 
 
3.7 Downstream Feeds 
A warrant market making system will need to 
provide feeds to a number of corporate areas 
within the institution. The purposes of these 
feeds will be varied and the way these feeds 
are implemented, as well as the information 
that they contain, will be dependent on the 
internal rules and regulations on the one side, 
and on the other side on the regulatory re-
porting that the firm needs to provide to the 
regulatory bodies in the markets where it is 
active. 
While the feeds themselves may be imple-
mented in a variety of ways, at least some of 
the feeds are needed for all issuers. The feeds 
are generally implemented as flat file batch 
process based feeds. In rare occasions real 
time feeds may be required trade-by-trade. 
Risk Feed – Provides risk data to the risk de-
partment. Generally includes instrument 
definition, main pricing parameters for un-
derlying and warrants as well as calculated 
Greeks (delta, gamma, vega, theta, rho).  
Operations Feed – Provides all the relevant 
information for the operations department to 
be able to execute any actions required after 
trades are executed. This generally includes 
all information static data as well as some 
pricing information such as market and/or 
theoretical prices for warrants instruments 
and execution details (size/price) for trades. 
Finance Feed – Provides all the relevant in-
formation for the finance department to be 
able to evaluate the prices of the totality of 
the positions that the issuer holds related to 
the warrant market making business. This 
generally includes all information static data 
as well as all pricing information such as 
market and/or theoretical prices for warrants 
instruments and execution details (size/price) 
for trades. 
Credit Feed – The feed generally includes all 
information required to allow an estimate of 
the credit liabilities of the issuer. 
All of these areas may impose limits on rele-
vant parameters and these limits will be 
monitored and reported to the market makers, 
who in turn need to ensure that these limits 
are not broken and in case there is a break in 
the limits actions are taken to ensure that 
conformance is restored. 
3.8 Database Data Model 
In general market making system implemen-
tations tend to use relational databases when 
implementing the persistent layers of the sys-
tem. Without going into the details some of 
the elements that the persistent layers need to 
include are: 
•  instrument static data definition (under-
lying and warrants) 
•  user related information 
•  configuration information 
•  client information 
•  order/execution information 
3.9 System Monitor 
A warrant market making system is a real 
time system and for most of the businesses 
active in this area the financial implications 
of any system errors tend to be significant. Informatica Economică vol. 15, no. 2/2011    67 
 
To that extent the system monitoring imple-
mented for a market making system tends to 
be a pro-active one instead of a reactive one. 
The goal of the monitoring is to ensure that 
any possible problems are resolved well in 
advance, before they impact the functions of 
the system itself. 
While the levels of checks can be exhaustive 
we can mention some of them, recognizing 
that just this area could be the subject of a 
very in-depth analysis: 
•  System availability -  infrastructure is 
working and has enough resources ex. 
space in the database is adequate and all 
processes are working 
•  All dependencies are accounted for – all 
feeds are functioning ex real time pricing, 
instrument data feeds and others 
•  All parameter calculations are working 
within parameters 
•  Order/Execution functions are available 
and work within accepted latency parame-
ters 
 
4 Global Implementation 
Some warrant market making businesses are 
global businesses which require global syn-
chronization across multiple locations  (Fig-
ure 8). There are several implementation ap-
proaches, either based on database replica-
tion (model which allows full persistent data 
distribution, but tends to be less flexible) or 
message based replication (which replicates a 
subset of the entire data and it may generate 
inconsistencies) or using both. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Global implementation 
 
Whether or not a global implementation ap-
proach is needed depends highly on the busi-
ness model and the types of products that are 
being traded. For example a centralized risk 
control approach will require the data to be 
aggregated in a given location but may not 
require all data to be available real-time in 
each location. An approach that may require 
global replication is one where the product 
offering overlaps across markets and as such 
the data is required to be available in real 
time in each location to allow efficient hedg-
ing and risk management (ex. a model where 
warrants are offered in other locations than 
where the underlying are being listed). In a 
highly integrated business model where the 
warrant offering attempts to blur the differ-
ence between product origination and end 
customers highly integrated models are re-
quired to be implemented. As a result costs 
will also grow significantly; therefore  the 
business model needs to be validated using 
cost/benefit analysis. 
 
5 Conclusion 
This paper presents a brief description of the 
warrant markets, explainsin some detail how 
warrant market making systems are imple-
mented and what are the main requirements 
for such a system, presents the impact that 
the warrants markets have had for retail in-
vestors globally and how it has created E-
Business models for the financial industry 
and also presents considerations on how such 
models are implemented in a local, regional 
or global context.  
The paper shows that contrary to concerns 
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trade fairly and mostly manage their inven-
tory rather than manipulate the markets. 
Deploying a warrant market making engine 
is a relatively complex task and requires 
careful planning to be considered by new 
market participants. The parameters and ap-
proaches described each have their pros and 
cons. A warrant market making engine inter-
prets many thousands of events and reacts 
with low latency based on preset parameters 
and predefined algorithms and requires in 
general a significant investment that needs 
careful consideration. 
The warrant market making business is cur-
rently very competitive due to the large num-
ber of firms already in the market which 
cover the demand among retail investors. The 
business has been gaining ground globally 
but most notably recently in Asia and it is 
expected that more exchanges will list war-
rants in new types of products to help in-
crease liquidity and offer a diversity of prod-
ucts for the public. At the same time existing 
and new E-Business models will become in-
creasingly adopted by participants in emerg-
ing markets. 
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